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1. Issue of Encapsulation 

In stead of decomposing data and procedures, object-oriented (OO) programming encapsulates 
the both through an object. An object is instantiated from a class which defines attributes (related data) 
and methods (operational procedures). The definition of a class may be recursive since the class can 
encapsulate the instance(s) of another classes as its attributes. An object containing other objects is called 
a complex object. The form of a most primitive object, an object containing no other object, is nothing 
but a data entity and is called a simple object. Encapsulation solidates an object by hiding the details; it 
may also obstruct dependency analysis for complex objects by information hiding. 

Program Dependency Graph (PDG) [OtOt84] represents the structure of a program. It is a set of 
graphic representations, vertices for entities in a program and edges for dependencies between the 
entities. PDG has been used in various dependency analysis techniques, such as program slicing 
[HoRe+91] and program optimization [FeOt+87]. Recently, many researches (such as [MaMc+94, 
LaHa95, ZhCh+96]) extended PDG, by augmenting class and object relationships (e.g., inheritance, 
membership, ..., etc.) in a PDG, to represent OO programs for dependency analysis. In extended PDG's, 
a vertex denotes an object while an edge denotes a dependent relation. However, a complex object can 
not guarantee the cohesion of and coupling among its components to be strong. Extended PDG's have 
some defects for dependency analysis, especially to represent a complex object as a vertex. For example, 
the extended PDG for objects A, B, and C with dependencies between them is shown in Figure 1. In the 
graph, the dependencies, "B depends on A" and "C depends on B," imply "C depends on A." On the other 
hand, B itself is a complex object containing objects bl and b2. The dependencies defined in more details 
are "bt depends on A," and "C depends o n  b2," but no dependency between bl and b2. Consequently, C 
does not depends on A with transitive property of B's dependency; This conflicts with the previous result, 
"C depends on A." In other words, a transitive relation can not be directly applied to such extended 
PDG's. 
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Figure 1. The dependency between objects 



2. Dependency between Objects 

To investigate the dependency analysis obstructed by encapsulation, we take a data-dependent 
relation into discussion. An object is said to be data-dependent on another if the change of former's value 
affects the latter's. Formally, a data dependency between two arbitrary objects can be defined as 
following: 

Definition 1 Let O,. be a set of simple objects, and O¢ be a set of complex objects. Given two objects, 
o~ and [3, o~ is said to be data-dependent on 13, denoted as ~x9t[3, if one of the following cases holds: 
(1) oc, [3 ~ 0,., the change of 13's value might make c~'s change, 
(2) ot ~ 0,., [3 ~ Oc, 3 b, b is an attribute of [3, such that o~91b, 
(3) o~ e Oc, [3 e O,, 3 a, a is an attribute of c~, such that a9113, or 
(4) o~, [3 ~ Oc, 3 a, a is an attribute of c~, and 3 b, b is an attribute of 13, such that a91b. 

This definition is recursive and terminates at case (1). In this definition, the first case states that a simple 
object is data-dependent on anther. The rest cases state that there exists a component object in a complex 
object to form the data dependency. Besides, the last case indicates that when a complex object depends 
on another, only part of component objects of the former, not the whole, depends on that of the latter. 

Definition 1 describes a direct data dependency between two objects. However, data dependency 
may be caused not only directly but also indirectly. Indirect dependencies may be computed according 
to transitive property of dependencies. According to Definition I, the transitive property of data 
dependencies is inherent since an object may be data dependent on the portion of another. Therefore, 
applying transitive property to compute indirect dependency has to consider the components of a 
complex object on which another depends. The following property can be applied to compute an indirect 
data dependency. 

Property 1 Given arbitrary three objects c~, [3, and y, then (x9113 and [391 T imply c~91 7, denoted as 
ot9113 ̂  139l 7 ~ ot91"t', when one of following cases holds: 

(1) 13 e o .  
(2) 13 e Oc, 3 b, b is an attribute of 13, c~91b, and b91 T, such that ~x91b A b91 T ~ b91 T. 

Property 1 describes the condition for an indirect data dependency between two objects via a third object, 
a simple or complex object. If the third is simple, the dependency can be computed directly with 
transitive property. Otherwise, there exists one component of the third object via which an indirect 
dependency between original two holds. With this property, one can find indirect data dependencies 
precisely without the problem described in prelim. 

3. Remark 

According to the previous definition and property, an indirect data dependency can be computed 
precisely with transitive property. When performing the computation, one has to decompose encapsulated 
components of complex objects. Undoubtedly, the algorithm for identifying such dependency is not cost- 
effective because each complex object needs to be decomposed into bottom simple objects eventually. To 
avoid this, one can pursue an approximate solution by restricting the level of encapsulation at which a 
complex object is decomposed. The algorithm for the solution is more cost-effect, even though the 
solution may contain some spurious dependent relations (like the example in Figure 1). In spite of this, an 
approximate solution is still useful because it is more precise than that from extended PDG's directly. 
Furthermore, OO paradigm brings building block programming style. For example, C++ standard 
template library [StLe95] provides basic data structure components, container classes. These classes 
encapsulate a number of objects that usually encapsulate their own attributes and methods. Therefore, we 
suggest that the level of encapsulation at which a complex object is decomposed should not be less than 
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two, 
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